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TISSOT
TISSOT - PRC 200 Lady Chronograph Automatic
A touch of ebony and ivory on a metronome for the wrist...
Like the ebony and ivory keys on a gleaming grand piano, the black and white colour palette for the Tissot PRC 200 Lady signals beauty and
skill. The new chronograph models harmonise elegant materials and styling with sophisticated precision timekeeping and water resistance to
a depth of 200 metres. This duet of watches is the ultimate statement of elegance and performance for women who juggle their time without
risking their serenity.
Classical tones
The Tissot PRC 200 Lady chronographs have round, brushed and polished stainless steel cases. On one model this encompasses a black dial,
on the other, a white one, both in subtly glistening mother-of-pearl to emphasise their intrinsic femininity. Protecting all this is a scratchproof
sapphire crystal to ensure these timepieces keep their promise of robustness. The dials are complemented by leather straps in the same
colour, with a glamorous lizard-look finish.
Timekeeping lifestyles
Proven chronograph functionality powered by a quality Swiss movement enables the Tissot PRC 200 Lady watches to successfully keep up
with the lifestyle rhythms of contemporary women. The three chronograph counters are located on the left-hand-side of the dial, perfectly
balancing the crown and two pushers opposite. There is a date display at 3 o’clock and the model designation is clearly printed on the dial.
Each hour is indicated by symmetrical index marks, circled by digits indicating 0 to 60 minutes in five-minute intervals for an added touch of
dynamism. The Tissot PRC 200 Lady has a screw-down back and crown - and with water resistance assured to 200 metres, lady wearers of
these timepieces are unlikely to get out of their depth, in or out of the water.
Features
· Swiss made movement ETA C01.211 Chronograph Automatic
· Water resistant to 200 meters / 20 ATM
· Scratchproof sapphire crystal
· 316L stainless steel case
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